Epileptic Focus Localization via Brain Network Analysis on Riemannian Manifolds.
Brain network connectivity analysis plays an important role in computer-aided automatic localization of seizure onset zone (SOZ) from Intracranial Electroencephalography (iEEG). However, how to accurately compute brain network dynamics is still not well addressed. This work aims to develop an effective measure to find out the dynamics for SOZ localization. Given multiple-channel iEEG signals, the ictal process involves continuous changes of information propagation. In each time slot, the connectivity relationship between channels can be represented as a matrix. Since the matrices from different time slots do not lie on vector spaces, the similarity between them cannot be computed directly. In this paper, we regard the matrices as points on a Riemannian manifold, so that the similarity can be measured by the geodesic distance on the manifold. It addresses the information-losing problem in existing methods using a vector to approximate a matrix. With the Riemannian method, the brain network dynamics are figured out by clustering methods. A temporal segmentation process is applied to refine the segments for SOZ localization. Our method is evaluated on six epilepsy patients, and the SOZ localization performance is evaluated by the area under the curve (AUC) score. Overall, our method obtains an average AUC score of 0.875, which outperforms the existing approaches. Our method preserves more information in measuring the relationship between brain connectivity descriptors, thus is more robust for SOZ localization. Our method has great potentials for clinical epilepsy treatments.